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In 1992, we described a second-generation genetic linkage map of the human genome. Using 1,267 new microsatellite markers, we now present a new genetic linkage map containing a total of 2,066 (AC)n, short tandem repeats, 60% of which show a heterozygosity of over 0.7. Statistical linkage analysis based on the genotyping of eight large CEPH families placed these markers in the 23 linkage groups. The map includes 1,266 intervals and spans a total distance of 3690 centiMorgans (cM). A total of 1,041 markers could be ordered with odds ratios greater than 1000:1. About 56% of this map is at a distance of 1 cM or less from one of its markers.

The use of microsatellite markers¹,² has permitted the construction of new genetic maps of the human genome as well as those of other mammals³–⁶. These maps can be used to map any Mendelian trait and in particular, monogenic human diseases. On the other hand, the average length of the intervals between adjacent markers often requires a great deal of work to isolate new markers which are even closer to mapped genes. In order to facilitate this work for the entire human genome and to refine the genetic linkage intervals that can be covered rapidly by cloned DNA fragments for gene identification, we have developed and mapped 1,267 new (AC)n microsatellite markers. These new markers have been integrated into the map which we constructed previously and described at the end of 1992 (ref. 4).

New markers

New markers were obtained using the same procedures as for our first 814 markers⁴. However, as there were some indications that subtelomeric regions were less densely covered with markers⁴, 62 of the markers on this new map (markers AFM1210 to AFM152) are from the H3 and H2 isochromosomes which are preferentially located in terminal parts of chromosomes⁴. Although the chromosomal distribution of the current complete collection of markers is very similar to that obtained previously⁴, the distribution of markers from the H2 and H3 isochromosomes is quite different (Wunderle et al., manuscript in preparation).

The distribution of heterozygosity of the 2,066 markers is shown in Fig. 1. Compared to the previous map of 814 markers, which had a mean heterozygosity of 0.75, the average heterozygosity is 0.70, and the percentage of markers with a heterozygosity of over 0.70 has decreased from 74.4% to 60.1%. This reduction is due to the use of all the markers which showed at least three alleles when tested on four individuals⁴, whereas in the 814-marker map we selected essentially those markers for which the frequency of the majority allele was less than 0.5.

Genotyping and map construction

Genotyping was carried out according to the multiplex procedure previously described⁷. Although we tried to

Fig. 1 Comparison of relative distribution of heterozygosity values of the (CA)n microsatellites in the 1992 and 1993–94 versions of the Généthon map. Dark columns: 814 markers; H ≥ 0.5 for 97% and H ≥ 0.7 for 74.4%; mean heterozygosity value = 0.75. Open columns: 2,066 markers; H ≥ 0.5 for 93% and H ≥ 0.7 for 60.1%; mean heterozygosity value = 0.70.
avoid genotyping microsatellites which were identical to sequences deposited in databases by others, occasionally the sequences of some of our markers were deposited in databases while our work was in progress. We have retained these markers on our maps because they are useful as common reference points among several maps (see notes, Fig. 2).

Genotyping errors were detected using the same diagnostic software programmes as described previously. Genotypes of markers which appeared as double recombinants after several verifications were used for construction of the maps, although most of these double recombination events probably correspond to mutations or gene conversions.

A total of 305 mutations was observed in 278,338 genotypings. This percentage of 0.1% (0.05% of haploid genotypes) is very close to that observed previously by us and by others. About half of these mutations probably result from the use of DNA from continuous lymphoblastic cell lines.

The procedure used to construct the map was again similar to the one used for the previous version. However, our published map of 814 markers was used as a framework to position the new markers. Several markers which appeared on our previous map have been removed. In the majority of cases (AFM263zh9, AFM046xc11, AFM224xf10, AFM234tg3, AFM200ya9, AFM163xa1, AFM238yb10 and AFM182xg9), these markers had one or more alleles which could not be amplified with the primer pairs that we selected (cryptic alleles). These markers will be returned to the map when the primers have been modified so that all the alleles can be amplified.

AFM136xe3, AFM165zd4, AFM217yc5 and AFM120xf6 each corresponded to two polymorphic loci and were therefore eliminated. During the initial sequence comparison, it was not noticed that marker AFM186xd2 was identical to AFM070ya9, so that the former was eliminated. Marker AFM262vg9 had a tendency to produce nonspecific bands and was also removed from the map. Finally, marker AFM123yf8 could not be repositioned unambiguously on the present map.

The new map
The new map covers a total distance of 3,690 cM, which represents an increase of 114 cM over the 814-marker map (Table 1). The extensions, which account for 135 cM, are due to the addition of more telomeric markers (Table 1). The total increase is less than these telomeric extensions because of modifications of distances in the interior regions of some chromosomes. These modifications usually involve small decreases in distances, but also increases. No new markers were added to the ends of eleven chromosomes: 3–10, 15, 18 and 19. However, chromosome 6 and especially chromosome 3 show significant increases in their total length, whereas chromosome 4 shows a marked decrease. Chromosomes 1 and X show decreases in total length despite the addition of one or more markers to at least one of their extremities, and 14 and 17 show increases which are clearly less than the extensions of their extremities. Sex-specific distances of each chromosome are indicated in Table 1.

There are a total of 1,266 intervals (Fig. 2) in the map which corresponds to an average distance of 2.9 cM between markers. We were able to position 1,041 markers.
with an odds ratio of 1,000:1 or better. These maps, constructed with several tools based on the LINKAGE programme package, were compared to those using the same genotypes processed with the MultiMap algorithm, based on CRI-MAP. Both sets of maps were essentially identical in order as well as distance. The main difference was observed with a few markers that were rejected by the GMS algorithm (Gene Mapping System) because they could not be mapped to a region that was sufficiently precise whereas they were included in the comprehensive maps resulting from the MultiMap process. Refinement of the map and the increase in the number of markers has led to some modifications in the previous order of the markers. Four of these modifications concern markers previously ordered with odds ratios of greater than 1,000:1 and 14 concern markers positioned with lower probabilities.

Distribution of markers

Only one gap of over 20 cM remains on the map. The other gaps have been reduced in size. There are only 22 remaining gaps of over 10 cM, which represent 6 of the gaps which were over 20 cM on the previous map. A significant proportion of the markers from the H2 and H3 isochores (8 out of 62) were found to map to the distal end of the chromosomes and a number of the others are subtelomeric, as expected. This indicates that markers from these GC-rich regions should permit a more dense coverage of numerous subtelomeric regions.

Correspondence between genetic and physical distance must await integration of genetic and physical maps. Genetic linkage maps integrating polymorphic markers from different sources including AFM markers from the first set of 814 have been established recently. A more extended integration project using a different strategy and including new markers from the present map is in progress.

Conclusion

About 56% of our latest genetic linkage map of 3,690 cM is at a distance of 1 cM or less from one of its markers. In many cases, these distances can be covered by cloned DNA sequences. Moreover, the isolation and mapping of 3,000 additional markers is in progress. This will increase the density of marker coverage and perhaps extend some of the chromosomal maps. This should accelerate considerably positional cloning of hereditary disease genes by facilitating the search for additional close genetic markers and candidate exons.

Methodology

Marker development. Marker development was carried out essentially as described. DNA libraries were made from an Aal digested 46,XX human DNA (sized between 300–500 bp) and cloned in M13. The sequences of the templates from the (CA), or (GT), positive clones were used to define PCR primers. The synthesized primers were tested on four unrelated 46,XX individuals to obtain a first estimate of the polymorphism of the tested microsatellite markers. Markers with three or more alleles were first assigned to their chromosome and genotype as described.

The H2 and H3 isochores were isolated by cesium sulphate density gradient centrifugation of total human DNA in the presence of BAM30. The (AC) markers found in the fractions with the highest GC content were isolated by a single AaI digestion shotgun procedure as described.

Genotyping. Individuals from the eight CEPH families (102, 884, 1331, 1332, 1347, 1362, 1413 and 1416) were genotyped using standard procedures, as described. PCR amplifications were performed in 50 μl reaction mixtures, containing 40 ng of genomic DNA, 50 pmol of each primer, 125 μM dNTPs, 10 mM Tris pH 9, 50 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.1% gelatin and 1 U of Taq polymerase (Amersham). Amplifications were carried out using the "hot-start" procedure, in which the Taq polymerase is added to the reaction mixtures after a first denaturation step (5 min at 96 °C) after which 35 cycles of denaturation (94 °C for 40 s) and annealing (55 °C for 30 s) are performed. An elongation step (2 min at 72 °C) ends the process. For each DNA sample, 16 amplification products from different markers were ethanol-precipitated and loaded together into single lanes of 6% polyacrylamide-8M urea denaturing gels. After migration, the DNA was transferred from the gel to a Hybond N+ nylon membrane (Amersham) by a contact blotting procedure. The markers were then revealed by successive hybridizations with one of the PCR primers which was peroxidase labelled by modification of the ECL procedure (Amersham) and exposed to autoradiographic X-ray films.

Map construction. Markers were assigned to chromosomes by pairwise linkage and possible genotyping errors were identified by comparisons between families of the pairwise recombination events between linked markers. After genotyping corrections, markers from a chromosome-specific dataset were positioned on a framework consisting of the map of 814 markers using a map construction algorithm. The order of markers in the framework and complete maps were determined with the GMS algorithm. Briefly, recombination estimates for a preliminary, or trial order of the loci are used to divide the loci into subgroups of closely linked loci. Likelihoods are evaluated for different placements of subgroups, and for alternative orders of the loci within each subgroup. The best-supported order (i.e. the order with the greatest likelihood) is chosen as new trial order, and iterations are continued until convergence. Based on the best-supported order for the framework map, recombination fractions between adjacent markers were estimated with the LINKAGE programs. Markers from this framework that underwent corrections since the 814 marker map were processed as new incoming markers. This led to a provisional order which was further reassessed as described. Once the order remained unmodified after further computation, a search for double recombination events was undertaken. The maps were re-evaluated using the corrected genotypes until no further double recombination event could be eliminated.
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